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Identiボcation of an optimal method 
for extracting RNA from human 
skin biopsy┸ using domestic pig as a 
model system
Ene Reimann  のこ┸ Kristi Abramは┸ば┸ Sulev Kõks  ぱ┸ひ┸ K̈lli Kingoは┸ば ┃ Alireza Fazeliの┸び

To evaluate skin tissue gene expression patterns correctly┸ extracting suポcient quantities of good 
quality RNA is essential┻ However┸ RNA extraction from skin tissue is challenging┸ as the hyaluronic 
acid┽collagen matrix is extremely diポcult to homogenize┻ Although there are multiple ways to extract 
RNA from skin┸ there are no comparative studies that identify the most critical steps┸ e┻g┻ sample 
collection┸ storage and homogenization┻ We analysed the various steps involved in RNA extraction ゅi┻e┻ 
biopsy collection as dry biopsy or into nucleotide stabilizing reagents┸ diプerent storage conditions┸ 
enzymatic digestion┸ stator┽rotor and bead motion┽based homogenizing combined with column┽based 
RNA puriボcationょ┻ We hypothesised that domestic pig skin is applicable as a model for human skin 
studies┻ Altogether twenty diプerent work━ows were tested on pig skin and the four most promising 
work━ows were tested on human skin samples┻ The optimal strategy for extracting human skin RNA 
was to collect┸ store and homogenize the sample in RLT lysis buプer from the RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Kit 
combined with beta┽mercaptoethanol┻ Both stator┽rotor and bead motion┽based homogenizing were 
found to result in high quality and quantity of extracted RNA┻ Our results conボrmed that domestic pig 
skin can be successfully used as a model for human skin RNA studies┻

Skin is a challenging tissue for gene expression analysis. Firstly, because it is exposed to the external environment 
it is contaminated with various biomolecules including nucleases. Furthermore, due to high stability of hyalu-
ronic acid-collagen matrix, skin is one of the most diicult tissues to homogenize1. he present study aimed to 
ind an optimal solution for overcoming the diiculties in extracting RNA from human skin tissue by testing the 
relative beneits and disadvantages of several diferent but widely used methods.

here are several methods available to extract RNA from skin. However, there have been no comparative and 
systematic investigations aimed at evaluating sample collection, storage and homogenizing steps. hese are the 
most critical steps when working with skin tissue. Currently, two widely used strategies to block the activity of 
RNases are either immediate freezing ater sample collection or applying stabilizing reagents at room temperature 
and/or lower temperatures2–5. Homogenization of skin tissue is usually achieved via mincing with razor blades, 
using mechanical homogenizers or using a mortar and pestle in combination with liquid nitrogen, which is an 
eicient, but time-consuming process6–10. Additionally, enzymatic digestion of hyaluronic acid-collagen matrix 
with collagenase and hyaluronidase prior to mechanical homogenization might increase the eiciency of homog-
enization (sisweb.com, 05/2009)), however, there is no clear evidence about its eiciency. Two commonly used 
solutions for homogenization contain phenol and guanidine thiocyamte (QIAzol Handbook, 01/2009), (TRIzol 
Reagent, 2016), which commercial lysis bufers oten combine with beta-mercaptoethanol (BME) (Qiagen RLT 
bufer, 2018), and which have both lysis and RNA inhibiting capacities.

A critical limitation for accurate and meaningful comparisons of diferent RNA extraction methods for 
human tissue is the scarcity and diiculty of obtaining suicient tissue itself. hus, in the current investigation 
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we initially used domestic pig skin tissue for comparing diferent techniques. Pig skin is widely used in various 
ields of dermatological research, as it is easily accessible and has similar skin structure to humans (i.e.– spare hair 
coat, similar general thickness of skin layers, thick epidermis with well diferentiated understructure, a dermis 
with well-diferentiated papillary body, a large content of elastic tissue, and similar architecture of collagen ibres). 
hese characteristics outweigh the dissimilarities, such as higher vascularisation in human and higher fat content 
in pig skin11–15. Hence, domestic pig has successfully been used in studies regarding percutaneous absorption11, 
diferent skin injuries such as bite marks16, burns and autograting17, diseases such as melanoma18, and in toxi-
cology studies19.

he present study aimed to ind an optimal solution for overcoming the diiculties in extracting RNA from 
human skin tissue by testing the relative beneits and disadvantages of diferent but widely used methods. We 
tested (1) four diferent sample collection/storing strategies (dry biopsy, diferent stabilising solutions at diverse 
temperatures), (2) the presence or absence of enzymatic treatment prior homogenizing, (3) two diferent homog-
enizing solutions (phenol-based and BME-based), and (4) two diferent homogenizing instruments (stator-rotor 
and bead (ceramic and metal) motion-based homogenizing). he inal RNA puriication step combined with 
DNase treatment was conducted on silica-membrane columns. Altogether twenty diferent worklows (WFs) 
were analysed (WF names and strategies each of these involve are presented in Table 1). Additionally, we analysed 
whether domestic pig is applicable as a model system for human skin studies regarding RNA extraction and 
which extraction strategy results in RNA with the highest quality and quantity.

It is important to note that our emphasis in this study was to see if a phenol-based solution increases the 
homogenizing eiciency and RNA quality compared to applying commercial lysis bufer containing BME. hus, 
during this study we did not compare diferent phenol-based solutions (such as TRIzol Reagent (TRIzol Reagent, 
2016) and QIAzol Lysis Reagent (QIAzol Handbook, 01/2009)) with each other. Additionally, we did not test an 
RNA extraction protocol with phenol-based solution alone, but only as combined with silica-membrane columns. 
he latter was due to our previous experience that without additional on-columns puriication, the RNA purity 
values tend to be poor (unpublished observations by Ene Reimann).

Results
Correlations between the weight of skin biopsy ゅinputょ and the amount of total RNA ゅout┽
putょ┻ For domestic pig, the weight range of collected biopsies prior to RNA extraction was 14 to 76 mg 
(average 40.1 mg ± SD 17.56) (Table 1S in Supplementary MaterialsSupplementary Materials). The average 
tissue weights of samples from each pig separately were: Pig 1 = 55.0 mg ± SD 15.8, Pig 2 = 34.2 mg ± SD 12.1, 
Pig 3 = 31.1 mg ± SD 14.4. he total RNA amount was in a range between 0.43 to 52.0 µg (average 9.9 µg ± SD 
10.1). he average RNA yields of samples from each pig separately were: Pig 1 = 10.8 µg ± SD 8.9, Pig 2 = 12.4 
µg ± SD 13.7, Pig 3 = 6.5 µg ± SD 5.3. When analysing the pooled data from pig samples, neither the input tissue 

Worklow 
name

Sample 
collection

Enzymatic 
digestion

Homogenizing 
bufer

Homogenizing 
instrument and tube

RNA extraction and 
DNase treatment

WF1_D APTR Yes QIAzol Fastprep: D

RNeasy Fibrous Tissue 
Mini kit + DNase I

WF1_S APTR Yes QIAzol Fastprep: S

WF2_D APTR No QIAzol Fastprep: D

WF2_S APTR No QIAzol Fastprep: S

WF3_D* QIAzol No QIAzol Fastprep: D

WF3_S QIAzol No QIAzol Fastprep: S

WF4_D APTR Yes BME + LB Fastprep: D

WF4_S APTR Yes BME + LB Fastprep: S

WF5_D Dry biopsy Yes BME + LB Fastprep: D

WF6_D APTR No BME + LB Fastprep: D

WF6_S APTR No BME + LB Fastprep: S

WF7_D* BME + LB No BME + LB Fastprep: D

WF7_S BME + LB No BME + LB Fastprep: S

WF8_D Dry biopsy No BME + LB Fastprep: D

WF9_M APTR Yes QIAzol GentleMACS: M

WF10_M APTR No QIAzol GentleMACS: M

WF11_M* QIAzol No QIAzol GentleMACS: M

WF12_M APTR Yes BME + LB GentleMACS: M

WF13_M APTR No BME + LB GentleMACS: M

WF14_M* BME + LB No BME + LB GentleMACS: M

Table 1. Description of diferent worklows (WF). QIAzol - QIAzol Lysis reagent, APTR - Allprotect Tissue 
Reagent, BME + LB - RTL lysis bufer from RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini kit containing beta-mercaptoethanol, 
Fastprep D/S - Fastprep-24 instrument with lysing matrix D or S tubes, GentleMACS M - GentleMACS 
Dissociator with M tubes. he D, S or M in WF name refer to the homogenizing tube (Fastprep lysing matrix D 
or S tubes or GentleMACS M tubes, respectively) applied in this WF. *hese worklows were used for validation 
with human samples.
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weights nor the output RNA amounts passed the normality test (D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test; 
n = 60, Ptissueweight < 0.013 and PRNAoutput < 0.0001). We found a signiicant association between the tissue input and 
RNA output: 27% of the variability in RNA output was explained by input tissue amount (R = 0.52, P < 0.0001, 
Fig. 2SA in Supplementary Materials). If the data were analysed separately for each pig, the weight range passed 
the normality test, but the total RNA amounts did not, and thus a Spearman’s correlation was applied (Pig 1: 
n = 20, Ptissueweight < 0.3552, PRNAoutput < 0.0009; Pig 2: n = 20, Ptissueweight < 0.3348, PRNAoutput < 0.0021; Pig 3: n = 20, 
Ptissueweight < 0.1466, PRNAoutput < 0.0042). We found that only samples from one pig showed a signiicant correlation 
between tissue input and RNA output (Pig 1: R = 0.62, P = 0.0038; Pig 2: R = 0.44, P = 0.0502, Pig 3: R = 0.37, 
P = 0.1124).

For human samples, the weight range of biopsies was 24 to 134 mg (average 64.67 mg with ±SD 33.01). Ater 
RNA extraction, the total RNA amount was in a range of 2.3 to 13.3 (µg) (average 5.8 µg with ±SD 3.0). If 
applying the pooled values from human skin biopsies, the weight range passed the normality test, but the total 
RNA amount did not (n = 12, Ptissueweight < 0.2658, PRNAoutput < 0.009) and according to the Spearman’s correlation 
analysis there was no correlation between the weight of skin biopsy and extracted total RNA amount (correlation 
coeicient was 0.46 and P = 0.13; Fig. 2SB in Supplementary Materials). For human samples, we were unable to 
perform separate analyses for each individual, as there were only two samples per individual.

Comparison of diプerent sample collection and storage strategies┻ For pig skin samples, four sam-
ple collection/storing strategies were tested: sample collection as dry biopsies with immediate freezing, sample 
collection into Allprotect Tissue Reagent (APTR), collection into QIAzol Lysis reagent (QIAzol) or collection 
into RLT lysis bufer containing additional beta-mercaptoethanol (BME + LB) with delayed freezing. Samples 
collected as dry biopsy or into BME + LB resulted in higher total RNA amounts and quality values (optical den-
sity (OD) rates, RNA Integrity Number (RIN)) (Fig. 3S in Supplementary Materials). All four collection strategies 
resulted in RNA with high RIN values (≥8.5), however, the APTR and QIAzol methods tended to result in lower 
OD 260/230 values (dry biopsy and BME + LB values were 1.8 and 1.9, respectively; APTR and QIAzol values 
were 1.6 and 1.7, respectively).

The eプect of enzymatic digestion on homogenizing eポciency┻ he hyaluronidase-collagenase 
digestion was tested for domestic pig samples collected as dry biopsy or into APTR (WF1, WF4, WF5, WF9, 
WF12). Fity percent of enzymatically digested tissues (WF9 and WF12) and 33.3% of non-digested biopsies 
(WF10 and WF13) homogenized with GentleMACS Dissociator with M tubes were fully homogenized, however, 
the diference was not statistically signiicant. In case of the Fastprep-24 instrument with lysing matrix D or S 
tubes, all enzymatically treated skin samples remained visually intact. Furthermore, ater incubation for 2 hours 
at 37 °C, the RNA quality decreased rapidly (P < 0.0001); the average RINs with and without enzymatic digestion 
were 2.4 (±SD 1.6) and 8.8 (±SD 0.6), respectively.

Comparison of homogenizing buプers┻ he next step in the RNA extraction worklows ater collection/
storage and/or enzymatic digestion was the mechanical homogenization, for which QIAzol and BME + LB were 
tested as homogenizing bufers. Although we found the homogenizing eiciency to be similar between these two 
solutions, skin samples homogenized in BME + LB resulted in higher total RNA amounts, RNA purity values 
(OD A260/280 and A260/230 values) and RIN numbers compared to samples homogenized in QIAzol (Fig. 4S 
in Supplementary Materials). However, the amount of DNA contamination was higher for BME + LB samples.

Comparison of rotor and stator and bead motion┽based homogenizers┻ Two diferent homoge-
nizing methods were compared in the present study: tissue treatment with bead beating (Fastprep-24 Instrument) 
and tissue fast spinning in tubes with stator and rotor (GentleMACS Dissociator). he Fastprep Instrument with 
D tubes (ceramic beads) or S tubes (metal beads) was not able to fully homogenize the skin samples – ater ive 
cycles, the homogenizing solution was cloudy, but the tissue piece remained intact. Conversely, the GentleMACS 
Dissociator with M tubes was able to fully homogenize 8 samples out of 18 (44.4%) ater two cycles; the rest of the 
samples had similar results to the Fastprep Instrument. Additionally, comparing these two instruments and three 
tubes, the achieved RNA quantity and quality values were similar (Fig. 5S in Supplementary Materials).

Most successful work━ows for extracting RNA from domestic pig skin samples were applied 
to human skin biopsies┻ From the analysis of whole worklows, where the efects of diferent factors dis-
cussed above accumulate, the best total RNA quality and quantity values for domestic pig samples were achieved 
with worklows which comprised sample collection into APTR, BME + LB or as dry biopsy and homogenizing 
in BME + LB applying Fastprep D tubes (WF6, WF7 and WF8), and worklows which comprised sample col-
lection into APTR and latter homogenizing in QIAzol or collecting and homogenizing in BME + LB applying 
GentleMACS M tubes (WF10 and WF14) (Fig. 1A, Table 2S in Supplementary Materials). herefore, the work-
lows comprising sample collection and homogenizing in BME + LB or QIAzol and applying diferent homoge-
nizers (WF7_D, WF14_M and WF3_D and WF11_M, respectively) were tested with human samples.

With human skin tissue it was found that by applying BME + LB for sample collection, storage and homog-
enization, it was possible to gain RNA with higher quality and quantity, but with higher DNA contamination, 
compared to QIAzol (Figs. 2 and 6S in Supplementary Materials). Similar to pig skin, only GentleMACS with 
M tube was able to fully homogenize human skin samples. However, it was more eicient for human skin as all 
samples were fully homogenized ater only one cycle. he Fastprep with D tubes was not able to fully homogenize 
and resulted in cloudy homogenizing bufer with intact skin pieces. Additionally, as with domestic pig skin, the 
quality of human skin RNA extracted applying Fastprep with D tubes or GentleMACS with M tubes did not difer 
signiicantly (Fig. 7S in Supplementary Materials).

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-56579-5
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Analysis of the four worklows applied to human skin (Fig. 1B), demonstrated that, in general, higher total 
RNA quality and quantity values are achieved with WF7_D and WF14_M, which include biopsy collection 
directly into RLT lysis bufer containing additional beta-mercaptoethanol (BME + LB), freezing within an hour 
at −20 °C and transferring to −80 °C within a week, and inally homogenizing with the Fastprep homogenizer 
with D tubes or with the GentleMACS Dissociator with M tubes, respectively, prior the standard RNA extraction 
protocol of Qiagen RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini kit. However, similar to domestic pig skin experiments, the DNA 
contamination with WF7_D was slightly higher than with WF14_M.

he expression patterns of four reference genes (HPRT1, OSBP, PGK1, SDHA) were similar to each other. 
Furthermore, the ∆Cq values were lower for samples with higher RIN (Fig. 8S). For example, when analysing 
HPRT1 gene, in case of BME + LB and QIAzol WFs, the average ∆Cq values were −0.1 and 1.4, and the RIN val-
ues were 8.4 and 2.4, respectively. hus, qPCR conirmed the higher quality of samples collected into BME + LB 
compared to samples collected into QIAzol (WF7 and WF14 versus WF3 and WF11, respectively).

The suitability of domestic pig skin as a model of human skin┻ Domestic pig skin was considered 
as the best choice as a model for human skin based on information available in the literature. he indings of our 
study supported this choice, as the four WFs tested yielded similar results for human as for pig skin samples. he 
GentleMACS Dissociator was more eicient for tissue homogenizing compared to the Fastprep-24 Instrument, 
and the BME + LB solution resulted in RNA samples of higher quality and quantity but also higher DNA con-
tamination. Additionally, in most cases (two pigs out of three and all human samples) there was no correlation 
between the input tissue weight and RNA yield (Fig. 10SA in Supplementary Materials). Furthermore, when 
using all the quantity (RNA yield) and quality (DNA contamination%, OD A260/280 and A260/230 and RIN) 
values as inputs to a principal component analysis (PCA), there were no diferences seen between the skin sample 
groups of domestic pig and human (Fig. 10SB in Supplementary Materials). However, there was one major dif-
ference between human and pig skin samples: QIAzol was found to be inefective as a sample stabilizing solution 
during sample collection with human skin tissue, despite being efective to keep RNA intact in case of pig skin.

Figure 1. RNA quality and quantity values received by applying diferent worklows ordered according to the 
RIN values (starting from the worklow with highest RIN value). he RIN values are represented on top of the 
columns together with ±SD in brackets. he error bars represent the ±SD. (A) Pig skin samples; (B) Human 
skin sample.

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-56579-5
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Discussion
In the present study we were successful in applying domestic pig skin as model for analysing human skin regard-
ing RNA extraction. Furthermore, we were able to ind an optimal protocol among the twenty worklows tested 
for extracting high quality and quantity RNA from human skin.

Between the three domestic pigs (front limb), only in one case was there a signiicant correlation between the 
skin biopsy weight and the RNA yield. here was no correlation between the skin biopsy weight and the RNA 
yield in the case of human samples. hus, we cannot expect higher RNA yield from larger skin biopsies. In pre-
vious studies, the correlation between tissue weight and RNA yield has been controversial. In the case of human 
(upper thigh or arm) and mouse (back) skin tissues, a linear relationship has been demonstrated20, while another 
study found no such correlation when analysing human clet lip skin tissue21. he lack of correlation between 
tissue input and RNA output and the diference between individuals in the case of pigs showed that other factors 
might afect the RNA yield in addition to tissue weight. he diference may be due to the unequal water content in 

Figure 2. RNA quality values from human skin derived RNA samples. (A) RNA Integrity Numbers (RIN) 
obtained by applying the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and RNA 6000 Nano kit. (B) he RNA absorbance spectrum 
measured with NanoDrop spectrophotometer.

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-56579-5
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tissues before extracting the RNA. Variation in skin water content can be caused by diferent age, sex (menstrual 
cycle in case of women), and environmental factors (such as water consumption prior to sample collection)22–25. 
In the present study, pigs were all immature females from the same age group and grew up together in same envi-
ronmental conditions. However, in the case of human samples, the patients’ age, sex and body areas were distinct. 
Additionally, pathological skin conditions such as irritated and inlammatory skin26 tend to be associated with 
higher RNA expression levels. his is also true in the case of lesional psoriasis skin that yields a higher quantity of 
RNA compared to unlesional skin obtained from the same patients (unpublished observations by Ene Reimann).

Additionally, the Qiagen RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini kit handbook states that incomplete lysis of the start-
ing material will decrease the RNA yield from the sample (RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Handbook, 10/2010). In our 
experiment, we had incomplete tissue homogenization in most cases and thus probably also insuicient lysis 
of the samples. However, in the case of six human samples fully homogenized by the GentleMACS Dissociator, 
there was still no correlation between tissue input and RNA yield (data not shown). Furthermore, it is oten com-
plicated to measure the weight of biopsies, and thus the amount of the sample applied to the spin column may 
overload it, which is another cause for decreased RNA yield and also quality (RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Handbook, 
10/2010). If we analysed only the samples which had weight a quarter lower than the columns’ capacity, there was 
no correlation between the sample input and RNA yield or quality (OD rates and RIN) values (data not shown). 
hese data support the suggestions from previous paragraph that the RNA output is not only afected by tissue 
input and homogenizing eiciency, but also by other factors which may have been speciic to the sample.

Compared to collecting skin samples into APTR or QIAzol with delayed freezing, sample collection as dry 
biopsies with immediate freezing or into BME + LB with delayed freezing resulted in RNA with higher quality 
and quantity values. QIAzol is known to contain phenol and guanidine thiocyanate (QIAzol Handbook, 01/2009), 
and thus there may have been some contamination even ater column puriication. However, in case of APTR, 
precise information about the ingredients is not available, and the cause of lower purity values cannot be sug-
gested. We found no previous literature to compare with our indings. hus, according to our results, skin samples 
collected as dry biopsy or into BME + LB should be preferred to sample collection into APTR or QIAzol.

Our attempt to make the domestic pig skin tissue more fragile and susceptible to mechanical homogeniza-
tion by applying combined hyaluronidase-collagenase digestion was not successful, as there was no signiicant 
diference in homogenizing eiciency between digested and not digested samples. Previously, collagenase treat-
ment has been successfully applied to extract ibroblasts27 or tumour lymphocytes28 from human skin biopsies. 
Furthermore, it has been suggested that combining collagenase and hyaluronidase digestion prior to human skin 
homogenization would be advantageous (sisweb.com, 05/2009)), however, there is no information regarding the 
efect on homogenizing eiciency. In the case of porcine tissue, overnight incubation was conducted to induce 
dendritic cell migration29 from skin biopsy. However, at the time of this study, no literature was available regard-
ing treating pig skin enzymatically prior to homogenization.

Additionally, the purpose of the enzymatic digestion was to evaluate whether it improves the homogenizing 
eiciency, and thus we did not add RNase inhibitors to our samples. hus, obtaining highly degraded RNA from 
enzymatically treated samples was an expected result. However, if, for some reason, enzymatic digestion at 37 °C 
is needed, RNase inhibitors are strongly recommended30,31.

he bead motion-based Fastprep-24 Instrument was incapable of fully homogenizing skin tissues, although 
the manufacturer’s suggested homogenizing program was applied7. However, the stator and rotor based 
GentleMACS Dissociator was able to fully homogenize almost half of the pig skin biopsies and all the human 
skin biopsies. he RNA quality and quantity were nearly identical between these two homogenizing strategies. 
From previous literature, there are data available regarding comparison between diferent types of homogenizers, 
including these two, but not speciically on skin32,33. hus, when relying on the information received from the 
present study, both the Fastprep-24 Instrument and the GentleMACS Dissociator might be considered suitable 
for homogenizing skin tissue.

Analysis of human skin experimental data conirmed the indings previously obtained from the domestic pig 
skin experiments. Applying WF7_D or WF14_M, it was possible to gain RNA with better quality and quantity, 
but with higher DNA contamination. Furthermore, for skin samples, the on-column DNase digestion seems to be 
insuicient for full digestion of the genomic DNA, and thus other strategies such as post-RNA-extraction DNase 
treatment should be considered. Although in the literature, there were no studies conirming our indings, we 
expected to obtain these results, as human and pig skin have similar characteristics in various aspects, but most 
importantly in morphology11–19. he results presented here showed that the domestic pig samples were indeed 
applicable as a model tissue for inding potentially good worklows for human skin experiments. Furthermore, 
applying pig skin tissue helped us to achieve the results with less human tissue.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that domestic pig can be used as a model for testing the recovery of RNA from 
human skin. Utilizing pig skin tissue helped to exclude less eicient strategies prior to the testing of the particular 
methods on human skin biopsies. We were able to ind the optimal worklow for extracting RNA from human 
skin biopsies. Furthermore, skin tissue collection directly into lysis bufer proved to be an eicient strategy and 
that could be used instead of collecting samples as dry biopsies. he enzymatic digestion did not increase the 
homogenization eiciency and, in fact, degraded the RNA. he rotor and stator-based homogenizer was more 
eicient than the bead motion-based homogenizer for skin tissue homogenization, however, the RNA output 
ater puriication was rather similar. Nevertheless, thirteen out of twenty worklows in the case of domestic pig 
skin resulted in average RIN > 7, and thus could be considered as potential strategies for further RNA expression 
analysis.
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Materials and Methods
To analyse how diferent sample collection/storage, enzymatic treatment and homogenization methods work 
together, several commonly used strategies were analysed (Table 1). Below, there is general information about the 
applied materials and methods, however, the detailed protocols are reachable as supplementary material (Fig. 1S 
in Supplementary Materials).

Sample collection and storage┻ Collecting domestic pig skin applying method described below does not 
require an ethical approval. In case of human subjects, the Ethical Review Committee on Human Research of the 
University of Tartu approved the study protocols and informed consent forms. All participants signed written 
informed consent.

Domestic pig (mixed from multiple breeds such as Yorkshire, Landrace and Duroc) skin from the front limbs 
of three female piglets was collected immediately ater slaughter. he pig samples were collected free of charge in 
Tartu County (Estonia) slaughterhouse owned by OÜ Rotaks-R. he skin was cut so that it contained the layers 
of epidermis, dermis and minimum amount of subcutis. Four diferent sample collection/storage strategies were 
tested – samples were (1) collected as dry biopsies and immediately frozen on dry ice; (2) collected into Allprotect 
Tissue Reagent (APTR; Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), kept overnight at +4 °C and then transferred to −80 °C; 
(3) collected into QIAzol Lysis reagent (QIAzol) or (4) into RTL lysis bufer from RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini 
kit, containing beta-mercaptoethanol (BME + LB) (both from Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and frozen at −80 °C 
2–3 hours ater collection.

All six human subjects in the study were Caucasians living in Estonia and were recruited from among the 
patients at the dermatologic outpatient clinic. he skin tissues collected for the study were derived from the edges 
of the unpigmented skin areas from a birthmark removal surgery (two pieces per patient). Among six patients 
there were two men and four women, the average age was 43 years (±SD 13) and the body areas were abdomen, 
thigh, chest, arm, and side of a trunk. For human, only two sample collection and storage strategies were used 
– samples were collected into QIAzol or BME + LB, frozen at −20 °C ~1 hour ater collection and transferred to 
−80 °C within a week ater collection (best possible conditions available in clinic).

All domestic pig and human samples were stored at −80 °C for two months before RNA extraction. All the 
skin pieces were weighed prior homogenizing and for the following procedures full biopsies were used. Each 
worklow had three biological replicates.

Enzymatic digestion┻ he enzymatic digestion was tested only on domestic pig samples. For that, the whole 
biopsies were treated at 37 °C for 2 hours with combined collagenase and hyaluronidase solution (both from 
Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany). Ater that, samples were centrifuged, the supernatant was removed, and 
samples were transferred into homogenizing tubes containing the homogenizing bufer (QIAzol or BME + LB) 
and homogenized immediately.

Homogenizing┻ Two homogenizing solutions (QIAzol or BME + LB), two instruments with three diferent 
types of disposable tubes (bead motion-based Fastprep-24 instrument with lysing matrix D (ceramic beads) or 
S tubes (metal beads) (MP Biomedicals, California, USA) and stator and rotor-based GentleMACS Dissociator 
with M tubes (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) were tested for homogenizing domestic pig sam-
ples. In case of human samples, two homogenizing solutions (QIAzol or BME + LB) and Fastprep-24 instrument 
with lysing matrix D tubes or GentleMACS Dissociator with M tubes was applied. he homogenizing eiciency 
was evaluated visually and termed as “fully homogenized” if no intact skin piece was seen. Ater homogenizing, 
RNA puriication was carried out immediately according to RNA puriication protocol.

RNA puriボcation┻ For samples homogenized in QIAzol, chloroform was added, and tubes were shaken vig-
orously and centrifuged, separating the preparation into three phases. he upper aqueous phase, containing the 
RNA, was transferred into a new tube and ethanol was added. hen the column puriication combined with 
DNase treatment was conducted according to manufacturer’s protocol, applying RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini kit 
with RNase-Free DNase Set (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).

For samples homogenized in BME + LB with additional nuclease free water, a standard protocol of RNeasy 
Fibrous Tissue Mini kit with RNase-Free DNase Set was applied, however, the proteinase K and absolute ethanol 
amount was adjusted to the BME + LB volume applied for homogenizing.

RNA quantity and quality assessment┻ For measuring the quantity of extracted RNA and evaluating 
DNA contamination the Qubit 2.0. luorometer with Qubit RNA HS Assay Kit or DNA HS Assay kit (hermo 
Fischer Scientiic, Waltham, USA) was applied, respectively. his method is able to clearly distinguish between 
DNA and RNA molecules and thus provides reliable information about RNA concentration and possible DNA 
contamination (User Guide: Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kits, MAN0002326 | MP32851, Revision B.0), (User Guide: 
Qubit RNA HS Assay Kits, MAN0002327 | MP32852, Revision: A.0). For evaluating RNA integrity the Agilent 
2100 Bioanalyzer and RNA 6000 Nano kit (Agilent Technologies, California, USA) was applied. Based on the 
entire electrophoretic trace of RNA sample, the RNA Integrity Number (RIN) is calculated by 2100 Expert 
Sotware and given as a numerical value (Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer 2100 Expert User’s Guide, May 2005), (Agilent 
RNA 6000 Nano Kit Guide, 07/2013 G2938-90034 Rev. B) RIN = 7 is oten taken as an RNA sample quality 
threshold for the suitability for expression analysis (Ion T RNA-Seq Kit v2 - User Guide. MAN0010654 (2017). 
A NanoDrop spectrophotometer (hermo Fischer Scientiic, Waltham, USA) was used to evaluate the purity of 
RNA samples. According to the Nanodrop manual the A260/280 ratio of ~2.0 and A260/230 ratio of 1.8–2.2 is 
generally accepted as “pure”; a low A260/280 ratio indicates the presence of protein, phenol or other contami-
nants that absorb strongly at or near 260 nm; similarly, a low A260/230 ratio indicates the presence of residual 
phenol, guanidine, magnetic beads, carbohydrates or proteins (NanoDrop Nucleic Acid Handbook, 11/2010).

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-56579-5
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qPCR analysis┻ To additionally conirm the RNA quality at RNA expression level, we applied the frequently 
used qPCR method34–36. Although, it is possible to screen the whole transcriptome with arrays or sequencing 
platforms37–39, these approaches are still rather expensive. With qPCR it is possible to analyse both miRNA and 
mRNA expression, however, as we applied the protocols for which only RNA molecules longer than 200 bp are 
puriied (RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Handbook, 10/2010), we analysed only mRNA expression with qPCR. In RNA 
samples with poor quality, the higher grade of molecules has degraded, which stands out in the results as higher 
Cq values, compared to samples with high quality. his efect can be seen due to the lower amount of cDNA mol-
ecules synthesized, as the process starts from the polyA tail, which is oten damaged in degraded RNA molecules 
(Qiagen. qPCR: RNA Quality and Why It Matters, 2017).

Four reference genes (HPRT1, OSBP, PGK1, SDHA) previously used in diferent skin studies40–43 were applied 
to conirm the RNA quality derived from human samples – RNA samples with higher RIN values should have 
lower ∆Cq values. In the case of all four genes, we have previously validated the even expression level between 
psoriasis patients lesional and unlesional skin and control skin applying RNA-seq and/or qPCR (data not pub-
lished). We analysed both high-quality (RIN > 7) and lower-quality RNA samples (RIN < 7) to conirm that the 
expression pattern of selected genes is afected by the general RNA integrity values.

he qPCR experiments were conducted according to the MIQE guidelines44. 500 ng of total RNA was used 
with FIREScript RT cDNA Synthesis Mix (Solis BioDyne, Tartu, Estonia) for cDNA synthesis, according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA was used as a template for qPCR using the Quantstudio 12k Flex Real-Time PCR 
system platform (hermo Fisher Scientiic Inc., CA, USA). he qPCR conditions for all four reference genes (for 
all genes the ampliication eiciencies were 100% ± 10%) were the same. he qPCR was conducted in four repli-
cates and with reaction volume 10 ul on 384 plate formats using EvaGreen qPCR Supermix (Solis BioDyne, Tartu, 
Estonia), inal primer concentration 400 nM and cDNA input 2.5 ng (10 × dilution) per reaction. he qPCR pro-
gram was as follows: hold stage −95 °C, 15 min; 40 cycles of PCR stage −95 °C, 20 sec; 60 °C, 20 sec; 72 °C, 20 sec, 
melt curve stage 95 °C, 20 sec; 60 °C, 20 sec; 95 °C, 20 sec. he pool of all twelve human RNA samples in equal 
amounts (ng) (CS_Hs) was used as a calibration sample on each PCR plate.

Cq values were taken as average from the four (or less) technical replicates. he formulas for ∆Cq calculation 
was as follows: ∆Cq = Cqsample − CqCs_Hs. For correlation and comparative analysis, ∆Cq was used.

Data analysis┻ For data analysis and generation of graphs and figures, GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad 
Sotware, California, USA), Microsot Excel and PowerPoint (Microsot Corporation, Washington, USA) were 
applied. For evaluating the eiciency of the diferent strategies or whole worklows, all the quality and quantity 
values (RIN, total RNA amount, OD 260/280 and OD 260/230, and DNA contamination) were considered; how-
ever, the high total RNA amount and RIN values were considered critical for higher eiciency. In Figs. 1 and 
3S–7S sample groups were ordered according to the RIN values, starting from the group with highest RIN value.
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